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Exploring marine life
for the benefit of mankind



Biomedical - pharmaceutical research
“Omics” research
Biomimetics / bionics
Bio-engineering technologies
Environmental engineering
Natural products research
Mariculture research

Types of applied research 
that strongly depend on 
access to marine (model) 

organisms 
(Research Infrastructure)

End-user communities:
Academia, Industry, SME’s, Policy makers

Technological development
Regional industrial innovation

New products
Regional economic growth

Employment

But how
is this 
realized?



Commercial transactions… 
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…require: 

-considerable effort
-many steps

because stakeholders:
- Demand success,
- Minimize risks
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Challenge of Transfer
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pharmaceuticals,
eco-services,
offshore foundations …

aquaculture facilities,
processing plants …

natural products extracts
finite element models …

TT-experts



Transfer Instruments

Technology News

Technology Marketing

Transfer Institutes 



Technology News
Antifreeze proteins from a polar diatom



Technology Marketing
PlanktonTech



Evolutionary Light Structure 
Engineering (ELISE)

Clathrocorys

from biological precursors
towards lighter offshore foundations

and better distribution of stress
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… spreading into
many industries



Transfer Institutes and networks
The IMARE is a limited liability company. In accordance 
with its memorandum of association, it was granted the 
temporary status of a non-profit-making organisation by the 
tax office of Bremerhaven on Jan 19, 2009.

As proprietors are listed: the research support association 
of Bremen (Verein zur Förderung der wissenschaftlichen 
Forschung in der Freien Hansestadt Bremen e. V. (VFwF) 
(60 %), the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine 
Research in Bremerhaven (20%), and the Bremerhaven 
University of Applied Sciences (20%).

The European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) 
provides funding until the year 2013.

Investing in your future
European Regional
Development Fund

Marine Resources and Beyond
September 5-7, 2011, Bremerhaven, Germany
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